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About This Game

Thy Sword is a hack n' slash platformer with procedural levels and roguelike elements.

You, bold adventurer, must break the tyranny of the Dark Overlord. Your quest will be to obtain the ancient crystals of power
with which to overcome the Dark Overlord's rule.

Can you be that hero? Can you fulfil the destiny of greatness and bring deliverance to these shadowed lands? The answer lies in
your heart...and Thy Sword!
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Inspired by true classics like: Barbarian, Moonstone, Golden Axe and Bubble Bobble!

Get ready for a heroic challenge!
Better yet, summon a friend for a truly epic co-op adventure,

...or a duel to the death. Whoever wins keeps his head.

Fast paced yet strategic combat with sword and bow

Single player or local co-op

Procedurally generated levels

Choose your hero and unlock new ones as you progress

Player vs. player combat

Loot! Shops! Gambling!

Equip your hero with weapons and items

Challenging enemies and epic bosses

Steam achievements

Beautiful pixel art & animation

Chip music created using the legendary SID (Commodore 64)

Full controller support with customisable button mappings
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Title: Thy Sword
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
GamePhase
Publisher:
GamePhase
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.0 Ghz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 (or later) Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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A decent little "match 3 or more" type of game. The level and thus the gameplay kinda corresponds with the chosen song, but
basically, you're playing match 3 with music in the background. For a buck or two, you can pick this up. Aside from that, not
really.. Holy crap this game was amazing. This needs to be a staple in the challenging-platformer community. The level design is
so good. Sometimes I have to question what makes some platformers good and others not, but this is like the purest essence of
whatever that good stuff is. The controls never feel deceptive and I never felt like a death wasn't my fault. Even if I did, the
levels are the perfect length. I was skeptical of one-screen levels at first, but they actual vary greatly in size. No screen is ever
arbitrarily sized either. The developer knows exactly what he's doing and how much space to give the player.

The mechanics are by far the best part. The best platformers are the ones that explore movement mechanics. If you loved the
seemingly insignificant but revolutionary fall-jump or flutter in Wings of Vi, or appreciate games like I Wanna Be The Boshy
teaching the importance of reserved double jumps, then you'll definitely love the sword bounce mechanic. It is NOT just a
gimmick. It forces the player to always be moving, always reacting. Bouncing off a spike seems cute until you realize there's no
longer a reason to have a floor. Also, you can bounce off things to the side of you, even if not directly beneath you. Now you're
pretty much precision flying, and it's great. I can't stress enough how much this brings to the table.

A sign that a platformer is using its mechanics wisely is when you have to digest every level before jumping in, pondering your
moveset to find a path in the madness. The developer introduces a few other mechanics, but takes time fleshing out all the
possibilites that can result. As such, the difficulty curve is beautiful, besides the secrets that give you a hint of what you're in
for. Every object, projectile, and switch can also be bounced off, and the developer uses that to fit so many unique challenges
into a small space, of which are then chained together to make mess that, when perfected, can be completed in only 5 seconds.
Every level feels different, in the same way that two paintings somehow feel different despite just being paint on a canvas.

Seriously, just watch a let's play or something if you're on the fence; you'll know what kind of game this is. I was scared before
buying when I saw how little reception this game had. Turns out the only reason it's not popular yet is because people haven't
bought it. Now I just want everyone to experience this soon-to-be classic. Like the other reviewers, you probably will too..
Played for 10 hours on day 30

The game similar too harvest moon, no combat so it's different than Stardew Valley and Rune Factory.
Although it is not as deep as Harvest Moon the sexy scenes make up for it. No festivals too.. This game is great! I am very
intrested into simulator wars, and what do you know, this is here!. THIS IS MY YOUTH. Even though there is no speech nor
todays fancy graphics, the gameplay is great. Yes it is a linear game, but it is alot of fun. The first fight you get into, you'll
probably get your butt handed back to you, so you look for another solution, Then once you figure out what you need to do
before you get into that brawl, it becomes much more managable. The puzzles are pretty straight forward, they are common
sense. It does take a little bit of an effort to understand the mechanics of the game, but once you do it is fun to play.
 You will spend the most of your time fighting, the turn-base system, is ok as well, you need to pay attention to the amount of
action points you have, ie...you have your Cleric cast bless on someone, then you cast regeneration in the same turn, but nothing
happens and it is the next characters turn, you are like WTF happened, But the next time around when it is your Clerics turn
again, the first thing he does is cast regeneration on the toon you had told him to do it on. So with that in mind, you need to plan
ahead.
 They say it should take 15-20 hours to play, but maybe because I like to see what all my options are, it took me a little longer,
or maybe if you know what to do, it might take the suggested time. All in all it was a good game to help me get through the
weekend. And now that I know what needs to be done, I'll play it again.
. Steam sent me an invalid key. The key was already in use.
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First time having such issues with steam.
Very dissapointed.

I had a weekend set up to lay around and play games.... steam ruined it with their lack of support........

. This game is awesome. If anyone has played Halo Reach, Halo 3 or even just watched Red VS Blue, chances are you will ahve
memories of Grifball. This is Grifball on steroids. This is everything you wanted out of Grifball. This is the Grifball standalone.
But dont just think of this game as Grifball, this game has more potential than your mother ever thought you had. This game is
early access so there are some bugs and some things to be improved such as including East and West US dedicated servers (This
is being worked in but is hard as the game is based out of Europe). When people hear "Early Access Game" they think not ready
or not enjoyable or possibly not even interesting. This proves those people wrong. The amasing thing about this game being
Early Access is that it can only get better and go up from here.. Not worth the money, it seems like a free flash game.. Pixel
Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH has proved to be so far my favourite of the series. It has all the features which I hated most about
it's predecessors removed i.e The main menu mini game & tasks to complete while you're solving puzzles. Next it has all of the
my favourite features included, like being able to solve the puzzles in any order & the ability to turn of puzzle rotation. Only
negative I would say is the music. Normally I would like this kind of music in any other game. But in a tranquil game about
solving puzzles it just seemed a little to hectic for taste.
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The gameplay is simplistic and boring, the levels are repetitives, and the entire game is boring overall.. Lemmings + Tetris =
Mousecraft. I really liked beta-testing this game, it has potential, especially for only one developer. If I had to play an F2P
shooter with a bunch of friends, I'd probably choose this one; anybody can run it, and it's quite easy to make a game.. This game
seemed to be interesting, but sadly failed on so many levels. Having been compared to Advance Wars, I was expecting a lot
more out of the game than it gave me.

The plot was uninspiring, the characters at least as much. The art, animations and unit design also leads much to be desired.
Complemented with bugs, and a lack of other Advance Wars features mean that even Hot Seat and Editing fail to make this
enjoyable and engaging.

Much regret on my part for buying this game.... i recommend this peice of DLC because its a USATC s160 for trainz.
even though it doesn't come with the british version its still decent.. If I hear the same 7.4 seconds of looping music one
more time I might straight up kill a dude. Great to pass the time.

RPG Maker 24th Anniversary and Contests!:
To celebrate RPG Maker's 24th Birthday, we at RPG Maker Web Staff, The RMW Resource Staff and, RMN decided to do
something special!

For now, let's start off with a contest~
Any questions? Ask them on our blog over here! It'd be easier for us to track down there than in Steam.
[blog.rpgmakerweb.com]

ENCOUNTERS OF THE BOSS KIND CONTEST. RE:OZMA Dev Diary #1_Customizing planet & New monsters:
Hello everyone,

We are very pleased to open our first game "RE: OZMA" Steam Store 2weeks ago.
This week we are going to update RE: OZMA's development progress here at the Steam Community.

1. Multiplayer . Forge of Gods Update:
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The following creatures got "Awakening" option:. [Server Maintenance] Tuesday, June 19th 2018, 21:00 EDT
**UPDATED**:

Please be aware that we will be conducting a scheduled maintenance on Steam Knight Online Servers and service will be
temporarily unavailable.
Maintenance time will be as follows:

Knight Online Server Time (EDT): 21:00
South America (PET): 20:00
Turkey : 4:00, June 20th
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Duration: Approx. 1 Hour

The maintenance will include:. Patch - 3rd November 2017:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAX_YSZ8-aI

Patch notes:
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